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LEON ‘Hits the Bullseye’ With New Laser Guided Systems 
Are you looking for smarter ways 

to reclaim and reshape your                 

valuable land? Let LEON take the 

guess work out of land levelling for 

you. The benefits of laser           

guided land levelling equipment 

for farmers, contractors, and rural 

municipalities are numerous.  

For farmers, fields that are not    

level generally have uneven crop 

stands, increased weed burden and 

uneven maturing of crops. All of 

these issues can undoubtedly lead 

to reduced yield and poor grain  

quality.  

To combat this, LEON works with 

farmers to offer the best available 

tools to accurately level and drain 

their fields properly. Recent                  

research shows that an effective 

laser system can help make land 

levelling easier and less expensive 

than alternative methods.  

In years where moisture is scarce, a 

well designed landscaped field can 

help to save 25-30 per cent of        

rain water that otherwise would be 

lost to ‘unevenness’ in the field.   

In years where moisture is                    

excessive, a LEON laser guided 

scraper will precisely calculate and 

cut a consistent grade to help with 

field drainage. Only the LEON            

system offers a ‘‘completely                  

automated’ and self adjusting                 

method when in  operation. This 

helps even the most inexperienced 

operator hit the mark every time.  

Laser assisted road building and 

municipal land levelling is also 

made easier with GPS-Assisted     

technology. 

Call LEON today for complete               

information on laser guided pull 

scraper and land scraper systems.  

 

Laser Guided Scraper  

Systems From LEON 

1. Pulling Ditches - Reclaiming gravel from ditches on rural roads.  

2. Grading Roads - Levelling gravelled driveways and roads.  

3. Levelling Frost Bumps - General repair of rural roads and driveways.  

4. Landscaping -  General landscaping and levelling of farm yards.  

5. Snow Removal - Grading/Removal of snow on roads and yards.  

LET THE LEON LASER GUIDED SCRAPER SERIES HELP YOU! 

6. Trenching - Drainage trenching in spring and fall.  

7. Levelling Fence Lines -  Reclamation of old fence lines.  

8. Corral Cleaning - Stock piling manure in corals.  

9. Laser Levelling -GPS Assisted - Laser assisted land levelling. 

10. Agricultural, Commercial and Municipal/County Uses 

 

 
For 2011, LEON has introduced a NEW Model 1350, 

Land Scraper, Model 2050 Land Scraper, and  

three NEW sizes of  8-Way Pull Scrapers. 

 For more information on LEON                

Scrapers visit www.leonsmfg.com  

DID YOU KNOW? 

Apache Bullseye 3+ 

Laser Receiver  

Generally, a complete laser system from LEON 

includes one receiver which is  mounted on a 

measure stick and another mounted directly on 

the cutting edge of the scraper.  


